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Roman population to the Dalmatian islets or the coastal
cities, and severing the great highway which connected East
.and West. Nearer home, a new menace had arisen. About
'680 the Bulgars, an Asiatic people, had crossed the lower
Danube, and for the next three centuries their aggression
was to prove a constant danger to the capital.
To meet these altered conditions the imperial administra-
tion was adapted for defence. The territories occupied by
the Byzantine armies became provinces known as 'Themes*,
and their commanders exercised as governors both military
and civil functions—an experiment first tried in the 'exar-
chates' of Italy and Africa. The heart of the Empire now
lay in Asia Minor, and here the armies were recruited from
farmers to whom were given grants of land on a hereditary
tenure with the obligation of military service. This new
system of imperial defence was organized during the course
of the seventh century, but the poverty of our sources for
this period makes it impossible to trace the development in
detail. By the early years of the eighth century the new army
was already in being.
Byzantium henceforth faced eastwards. The Latin ele-
ment in her culture declined, though, in spite of its disap-
pearance (apart from a number of technical terms) even from
official language, tRe legal conceptions of Rome continued to
form the basis of her constitution. Shorn of the greater part
of her Asiatic and Western territories, she had become pre-
dominantly Greek in speech and civilization, and a yet closer
bond of unity within the Empire was found in common
devotion to Orthodox Christianity. With the loss of the
dissident provinces, a main obstacle to agreement with the
Papacy had been removed, and in 681, after many storms,
union was temporarily re-established by the Sixth Oecume-
nical Council.
Constantino IV (668-85), under whom this result was
achieved, had not only done much for the safety of the
Western provinces, but had also administered an important
check to the advance of Islam towards Constantinople. His
reign was the high-water mark of Byzantine success during
this period. The Heraclian dynasty ended with his successor,
Justinian II, and with its disappearance palace revolutions,

